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INCREASING / INCREASE / EXPAND 2019
4-08-19
HH) potency, potency; be aware of your potency levels; see to it
that they increase; (How, Lord?) allow it;
5-10-19
HH) (For some reason I became aware that I hadn't seen the color Purple much lately.)
I have already given My seal of approval over much knowing they would increase
according to the law of increase; think about it; I have already approved them
which includes the increases; now for Hallelujahs; they seal and they protect;
this sealing is different; remember, they too will increase in mass and potency; can
you see that this seal is protection; they go hand in hand; understand;
6-21-19
H) take comfort in Me, take comfort in Me; yes, expanding, expanding, expanding,
things are expanding; eyes aware, Child; take in what I show you; grasp and
understand; you must understand;
7-15-19
L) progress; allow progress to increase at all levels and at My rates; ( I LAAI
WTLAOYNY progress increasing at all levels and at Your rates Lord. Hallelujah!)
good, good
9-02-19
prolong not ; increase; your pace; (Yes, Lord, May it be at the pace You desire for
me.) (My field of vision was then a dark fiery red.) they are burning, burning as you
have provided Me fuel, Child; keep it up as you do daily, daily, daily (Yes, Lord, I
understand.) so be it;
12-17-19
L) SIS; Child, Child, Child, such energy, force, effort; yes, you have displayed such
and it shall now grow forcefully in mass and potency; I have spoken
HH) (As I stirred the coals...) they shall amass; expect and watch; great heat, great
fire; Joy, such Joy you are now experiencing; (Yes, Father, I am) let My Peace
enter with it; (Yes, Father, I LAAI WTLAOYNY letting the Peace of Almighty Yahweh
enter along wit the Joy. Hallelujah!) Amen; all this too shall increase; increase at
My accelerated rate I have chosen for it; agree, Child; (Yes, Father, I certainly do
agree with You for this rate of increase. Hallelujah!) yes, I agree with even more
Hallelujahs; Amen

